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EN  ASSEMBLY AND OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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Slab-end 600 mm



3SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

 Please observe the safety instructions!  
 Improper operation of the system may  
 result in personal injury and cause   
 damage to objects!

1.   Unplug the power cord in case of smoke,  
 smell or unusual noise. 

2.   Make sure no objects or parts of the body get  
 caught when operating the motor. 

3.   The piece of furniture must not be adjusted  
 in height if other people are located directly  
 in its vicinity. 
 

4.   Do not place any objects or parts of the  
 body between fixed or movable parts. 
 

5.   Height adjustment is only possible in jog  
 mode. If an obstacle is encountered or if  
 there is a functional fault, stop the  
 adjustment immediately. 

6.   Make sure adjacent objects are placed at  
 a minimum distance of 25 mm to prevent  
 them from being squeezed or sheared. 

7.   Ensure that the safety distances are 25  
 mm for movable parts (this also applies  
 for organisational elements which are  
 fitted above or underneath the furniture,  
 mounted to adjoining walls or building  
 parts such as open windows). 
  

8.   The protection against uncontrolled move 
 ment does not prevent objects being trap 
 ped! For physical reasons, „soft“  
 obstacles are not easily recognised and  
 evaluated, if at all. 
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9.   In case of hitting an obstacle, slight  
 damage (scratching) to such obstacles  
 may result (table is lifted at nominal  
 speed). 

10. Do not change or modify the control  
 mechanism or the operating device. 

11. Never open the enclosure of the control  
 unit or power supply. Unauthorised ope 
 ning of the enclosure or improper repairs  
 may endanger the user and voids all  
 warranty claims. 

12. Only professionals authorised by the  
 manufacturer may do maintenance or  
 repair any electrical equipment. 

13. Do not operate devices in explosive  
 environments. 

14. This table is admitted only for the  
 commercial office area and management. 

15. This appliance must not be used by  
 any person (including children) with  
 limited physical, sensorial or mental  
 abilitiesor failing experience and/or  
 knowledge unless they are supervised by  
 a person responsible for their safety or  
 received instructions about how to use the  
 appliance.Children should be supervised  
 in order to make sure that theydo not play  
 with the appliance. 

16. The manufacturer assumes no liability for  
 damage resulting from improper use. 
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17. Connection plug boards must be fixed  
 properly for easy plugging and unplugging.  
 Plugs and connection plug boards must  
 be located in such a way that no fluids  
 come into contact with electrical  
 equipment when the office furniture is  
 used properly.  

18. The power cable must be secured in  
 the strain relief of the leg frame.   
 Interconnecting cables may be run loosely.  
 All lines and cables must be run in such a  
 manner as to avoid mechanical damage  
 (i.e., shearing, abrasion...). 

19. Desks with flexible or height-adjustable  
 worktops require special care. Cables  
 must be sufficiently long to allow height  
 adjustments without damaging the cables  
 and wiring (i.e., stretching, crushing, ...). 

20. If the power cord of this equipment is  
 damaged, it must be replaced by the  
 manufacturer, their customer service, or  
 a similarly qualified person so as to avoid  
 any risk. 

21. Do not spill liquids into the control unit  
 or power supply unit, as this could cause  
 electrical shock or short circuits. 

22. The operation of the control mechanism  
 and the power supply unit requires a  
 minimum of 5°C and a maximum  
 temperature of 40°C. 
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23. For the above reasons do not install the  
 control unit:  
 - above or in front of heat sources 
  (e.g. radiators) 
 - at places exposed to direct sunlight 
 - in small, unventilated or humid rooms 
 - near easily flammable materials 
 - near high-frequency devices 
  (e.g. transmitters, radiation equipment, 
  or similar devices) 
  
  Warning: In the event of a fault it is  
  possible that the table top moves a bit  
  during every attempt whilst operating  
  before the safety switch off kicks in.  
  Please take care to avoid the possible  
  danger of crushin. 
 

  Warning: During all reset procedures  
  (section 5) the collision protection is  
  not active. Please take care to avoid  
  possible danger of crushing.  
  Please note: Please note: If the product  
  is visibly damaged it must not be  
  installed or used further. 
 

24. After 2 minutes of continuous operation  
 the system automatically shuts itself off  
 and cannot be used for an additional 18  
 minutes. This keeps the motor from 
 overheating. 
 

25. Do not exceed maximum load of 75 kg.
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GWSR-LKIS-VZ-M8x12 18x

D990476                           

ASSEMBLY & FIRST START-UP. LEG ASSEMBLY

1. Position the column
2. Screw column together 6x
3. Manually tighten the screws



9ASSEMBLY & FIRST START-UP. ASSEMBLY MANUAL CONTROL

1. Attach the manual control with screws according to centre-punch
2. Open the table top clips
3. Raise the table top frame and pull the cable through underneath 

Affix the cable in the holder intended for this purpose
4. Plug in manual control

4

321
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WITH CONTROL UNIT COMPACT CONTROL UNIT COMPACT 
FOR 3 - COLUMN OPERATION

ASSEMBLY & FIRST START-UP. CABLING

Lead the cable without any traction through the cable 
clips and cable separation profile.

Cable clips

Manual control

Cable separation profile

Control unit
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ASSEMBLY & FIRST START-UP. ASSEMBLY CABLE TRAY - FOLDABLE

21

3

1-2. Slide open the cable 
support arm onto the 
cable tray

3. Open the table top clips
4. Raise the table top frame 

and clip the cable support 
arm to the table top frame



12ASSEMBLY & FIRST START-UP. LEVELLING

The desk must be reset after levelling!



13ASSEMBLY & FIRST START-UP. MANUAL CONTROL GENERAL

"LIGHT" MANUAL CONTROL

Lower table topRaise table top

MANUAL RESET
When the desk is used for the first time a reset must be done before you can operate the product. The reset causes all of the 
columns to be brought to the same level. This ensures that the table top is positioned parallel with the ground. The controller 
also saves the connected components in the standard configuration, such as columns or a sensor, if there is one attached. After 
the reset, changes to the configuration are detected and considered to be errors. The system will not operate until the configura-
tion stored in its memory has been re-established.

2.1 Simultaneously press and hold down the “lower table top” and “raise table top” buttons.  
 After around 5  seconds the table will move towards the centre, remain there and complete the reset.

2.2. Release the button(s). The electrically height-adjustable workstation can now be used again normally.

Attention: Reset point is at table height 101 cm. The safety shutdown is out of operation upon a reset!



14FEATURES. PEDESTAL-STOP – SHELF-STOP

These two features can be used to limit the table’s range 
of movement (e.g. if a pedestal is located under the table). 
A pedestal-stop position can be set in the lower half of the 
range of movement, and a shelf-stop position can be set in 
the upper half (this is also to be followed by deactivation). If 
a pedestal-stop position is set, this is used as a new lower end 
position; a shelf-stop position corresponds to a new upper end 
position for the range of movement. To save a pedestal-stop or 
shelf-stop position, do the following.

ACTIVATE POSITION

1. Position the table top where you want to set the new 
pedestal-stop or shelf-stop position. Use the “lower table 
position” or “raise table position” buttons to maneuver the 
table into position.

    

2. Press at the same time briefly the “lower table position” 
and “raise table position”.

    

3. Within 5 seconds, press the “raise table position” button 
and hold it for at least 5 seconds.

 

An audible double-click in the motor 
control indicates that the pedestal-stop or 
shelf-stop position has been successfully 
saved.



15FEATURES. PEDESTAL-STOP – SHELF-STOP/CHANGING DISPLAY FROM CM TO INCHES

POSITION DEAKTIVIEREN

Die Deaktivierung erfolgt bis auf den letzten Schritt gleich wie 
die Aktivierung.

3.2 Innerhalb von 5 Sekunden die Taste „Tischplatte nach 
unten“ drücken und für mind. 5 / max.10 Sekunden 
gedrückt halten.

 

Ein akustischer Einfachklick (nach dem 
Drücken der Taste) der Motorsteuerung 
weist auf das erfolgreiche Löschen der 
Container-Stop-Position bzw. Shelf-Stop-
Position hin.

CONTAINER-STOP - SHELF STOP



16SOLUTION. CLICK CODES

As soon as the controller is supplied with power, the controller uses its built-in relays to audibly inform the user about the 
system status. The following table shows the correlation between the number of clicks and what they mean.

NUMBER OF CLICKS STATUS INFORMATION

2x close together

(quick double-click)

Normal operating mode:
The system is working properly. The signal is only produced right after the 
controller is supplied with power.

2x far apart

(slow double-click)

Reset mode:
The system is currently in reset mode.
This signal is always produced when the table should not be lowered in the 
reset direction
(up button and/or memory buttons)

3x close together

(quick triple-click)

Sensor missing:
The crush protection sensor is not connected to the controller.
This signal is always produced when the table is to be moved
(up/down button and/or memory buttons)

3x far apart

(slow triple-click)
Maximum allowable operation time reached:
This signal is always produced when the table is to be lowered (down button)

Note: The click codes produced when saving memory positions or saving/deleting pedestal- and shelf-stop positions are 
described in the relevant sections.
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LIFT DESK. POSSIBLE PROBLEMS

Error Pt. Action 1 Result 1 Problem Action 2 Result 2

TABLE
DOES NOT WORK 
(NO AUDIBLE CLICK 
CODE)

1.1

Check the power supply from the bottom tank to 
the controller (disconnect power plug, check all 
power connections and cables, check the power 
supply in the room, plug in power plug
Click code must be audible from the controller)

Click code (double-click) is audible No power supply Reset the system
Table works 
properly

1.2 Replace controller Click code (double-click) is audible Controller was defective Reset the system
Table works 
properly

TABLE
DOES NOT WORK 
(AUDIBLE CLICK CODE)

2.1

(Double + triple click code audible)
Disconnect power plug
Plug in/check motor cable 
Plug in power plug

Click code (double-click) is audible
Column was incorrectly 
connected

Reset the system
Table works 
properly

2.2

(Double + triple click code audible)
Disconnect power plug
Check that column is identical version (label on 
cable ends and plug colour) if
different components are installed,
install identical components 
Connect power plug

Click code (double-click) is audible
Different components 
combined

Reset the system
Table works 
properly

2.3
Read error message
(with Manual control PRO only)

Error message: ………………. acc. to error message
Failure to 
operate

2.4

Click code (double-click) is audible
however, fails to operate
Disconnect power plug 
Disconnect manual control 
Connect replacement manual control 
Connect power plug 
Reset the system

Table works properly
Manual controller defec-
tive

SOLUTION. POSSIBLE PROBLEMS
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Error Pt. Action 1 Result 1 Problem Action 2 Result 2

TABLE ONLY TRAVELS
WITH ONE COLUMN

3.1

Disconnect power plug
Connect/check motor cable
Connect power plug 
Click code audible
Reset system

Table works pro-
perly

Motor cable was
incorrectly connected

3.2

Disconnect power plug 
Connect replacement manual control Pro 
Connect power plug 
Reset controller to factory setting
and reset system

Table works pro-
perly

Motor cable was incor-
rectly connected before 
start-up

Action according to error message
Error message: 
……………….

TABLE ONLY MOVES A LIMITED
DISTANCE AND MOVES 5 CM IN 
THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION
(COLLISION PROTECTION ACTIVE)

4.1 Remove obstacles from path of travel
Table works pro-
perly

Obstacles in the path of 
travel

4.2
Eliminate tension by raising
the table on one side

Table works pro-
perly

The table frame
was under tension

4.3
Column is roll resistant and
needs to be exchanged

Table works pro-
perly

TABLE ONLY TRAVELS
A LIMITED PATH

5.1 Deactivate or adjust container/shelf-stop
Table works pro-
perly

Container/shelf-stop was 
activated

5.2

Overload on motor (table travelled to
obstacle, table is massively overloaded

Remove obstacle, reduce load

Table works pro-
perly

Table travelled to obsta-
cle, table is massively 
overloaded

Connect replacement Manual con-
trol switch Pro 
Action according to error message

Error message: 
……………….

LIFT DESK. POSSIBLE PROBLEMS
SOLUTION. POSSIBLE PROBLEMS



19TECHNICAL DATA

Carefully design the safety circuit:
Recommendation: max. 6–8 tables for one safety 
circuit (Determined by on-site technican)

Electrical safety:
The power supply is equipped with a protective 
earthing conductor. The drives in the lift columns are 
also earthed through the motor cables. Therefore it is 
not necessary to earth the table frame.

Maximum load..................... 75 kg (including PC, PC holder, 
printer extensions, table panel etc.!)

Control type CBC-KB-3-BA-EU 
Input power supply .............. 230V ~50Hz 5A 
Maximum on-time ............... 10% (2 min ON,18 min OFF) 
Protection class ................... I 
Upward lift speed ................ 50mm/s (without load) 
Lift ..................................... 650mm (standard) 
Drive .................................. direct current motor

Input power (reference values)
 Load Power consumption
Stand-by ..........................0-100kg ................... 0,5 watts/h
Upward lift ..............................0kg .............141,0 watts/lift
Upward lift ..........................100kg .............380,0 watts/lift

The sound intensity level upon exercise of the electrical height
adjustment of the table according to ÖNORM EN ISO 7779:

Position
Values   in dB

upwards downwards

at the workstation, sitting 48,0 38,5

at the workstation, standing 47,5 38,0

at neighborworkstation 43,0 33,5



Gentle and proper cleaning of furniture surfaces and partition 
walls is especially important in retaining their optimum con-
dition for as long as possible. 

We generally recommend cleaning with a moist, fluff-free 
cloth, moistened with pure water without the addition of any 
cleaning agents; furniture polishes or similar. 

If cleaning with a damp cloth proves not to be adequate, 
careful use of a mild plastics cleaner without abrasive addi-
tive is admissible on melamine surfaces. 

Never use polishes containing silicon, caustic cleaning 
agents with ammonia additives, alcohol or softeners. The 
same applies for scratching cleaning agents with abrasive 
additives. 

Tradingzone can not assume any liability for damage to sur-
faces caused as a result of improper cleaning.

TRADINZONE SMARTLINE STESI18 /WP_MB304_EN/052019/PM
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